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THIRD ANNUAL REPORT ON IMP EMENTATION OF THE COUNTY’S WOMEN
AND GIRLS INITIATIVE (ITEM NO.9, AGENDA OF DECEMBER 13, 2016)

On December 13, 2016, the Board of Supervisors unanimously adopted a motion by
Supervisors Kuehl and Solis establishing the Los Angeles County Initiative on Women
and Girls (WGI). The WGI is tasked with examining the systemic issues that lead to
inequitable gender outcomes and recommending changes to improve the quality of life
for women and girls in the County. Over the course of five years, the WGI will conduct:

1. A Countywide study of the unique ways in which women and girls are impacted by
the policies, programs, services, collaborations, and other actions undertaken by
the County;

2. A thorough assessment of the County’s recruitment, hiring, retention, promotion,
testing, evaluation, and other Human Resources policies to ascertain any
disparate impacts they may have on women; and

3. A thorough assessment of the County’s abilities and deficits in ensuring gender
equity, including an analysis of each department’s programmatic impacts, positive
and negative, on women and girls in the County.

The motion calls for written reports to the Board. The Women and Girls Initiative Annual
Report (Attachment I) details efforts underway aimed at improving the lives of women and
girls in Los Angeles County. This annual report covers the period of January 2020
through December 2020.

FESIA A. DAVENPORT
Chief Executive Officer

“To Enrich Lives Through Effective And Caring Service”
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Report Overview

The third annual report consists of the following sections:

• Board Memorandum
Summarizes the WGI’s progress.

• Attachment I, Women and Girls Initiative Annual Report
Reports on progress made in the eight WGI focus areas outlined in the motion, as
listed in Table 1. The report also details findings and recommendations aligned
with the WGI Strategic Framework.

• Attachment II, Report on Los Angeles County’s 19th Amendment Centennial
Celebration
Documents the process and activities the County engaged in to commemorate the
1 Q0th anniversary of women’s suffrage.

• Attachment III, Employee Climate Survey Follow-Up Analysis — A Closer
Look
Summarizes key findings and policy recommendations in response to the
2019 Countywide Anonymous Employee Survey in the areas of childcare,
protected leave, and mentorship.

Should you have any questions concerning this matter, please contact me or
Abbe Land, WGI Executive Director, at (213) 332-4942 or aland@ceo.lacounty.Qov.

FAD:JMN:TJM
AL:NB:pp

Attachments

c: Executive Office, Board of Supervisors
County Counsel



ATTACHMENT I

ANNUAL REPORT

January 2020 - December 2020



OVERVIEW

In response to the December 13, 2016 motion adopted by the Los Angeles County
(County) Board of Supervisors (Board) establishing the Women and Girls Initiative (WGI),
this third annual written report details the progress of the WGI. In the motion, the Board
directed the Women and Girls Initiative Governing Council (WGI GC) to submit an annual
report. This report covers the period of January 2020 through December 2020.

The WGI is a five-year Countywide initiative with a mandate to apply a gender lens:
1) when the County participates with other entities in consortiums, agreements, grants,
contracts, partnerships, and cross-jurisdictional work; 2) when the County acts as an
employer; and 3) when the County acts as a provider of services.

FUNDAMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND ESSENTIAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE
COUNTY’S WOMEN AND GIRLS INITIATIVE

WGI Governing Council

The WGI GC consists of 15 members, three from each Supervisorial District, as follows:

First District Second District Third District Fourth District Fifth District

Sandra
Mendoza CarmenAraceli Kafi AliceEstrada

PetrossianCampos BlumenfieldJan Perry Schaye
(resigned)

Jennifer QuanPerla
Hernandez

Katherine Wendy Trumkul Meghan Ginley

Anita DeFrantz Greuel (resigned)
Spillar

(Vice Chair) Leticia
ChanelMendoza

Ba uta kid is(resigned)
(resigned)

R. Christine
Beatriz Sharon Hershey Angela
Stotzer Shelton Jane Templin Underwood
(Chair) Jai Lee Wang Jacobs

(resigned)

Staffing and Structure

The WGI staff consists of an Executive Director, an Administrative Manager, and a Senior
Secretary III. The WGI engages consultants to assist with research, community
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engagement, and outreach as needed. The WGI has also benefitted from the addition of
a Sheila Kuehl Policy Fellow.

Fundamental Responsibilities

The WGI made significant progress in the eight Board-identified focus areas for the WGI:

WGI Focus Area
Provide quarterly written status reports to the Board. Present an

No I annual written and oral report to the Board on the WGI progress,
including recommendations for actions that may be undertaken.

WGI Focus Area Develop a Mission Statement or Set of Guiding Principles to
No. 2 shape the work of the WGI GC.

Establish committees or working groups to focus on key issues.
These committees may include members who are not on theWGI Focus Area

No 3 Council, outside experts, advocates and community members, as
• well as County Department Heads, County Executives, County

employees, and other experts.
Conduct a Countywide study of the unique ways in which womenWGI Focus Area

No. 4 and girls are impacted by the policies, programs, services,
collaborations, and other actions undertaken by the County.
Conduct a thorough assessment of the County’s recruitment,
hiring, retention, promotion, testing, evaluation, and other human
resources policies to ascertain any disparate impacts they mayWGI Focus Area have on women. Evaluation must include an in-depth analysis ofNo.5 each department’s workforce gender data in order to identify
opportunities for immediate and long-term improvements in
County workforce gender parity.
Conduct a thorough assessment of the County’s abilities and

WGI Focus Area deficits in ensuring gender equity, including an analysis of each
No. 6 department’s programmatic impacts, positive and negative, on

women and girls in the County.
Initiate and gather research concerning women and girls in the

WGI Focus Area County, including: conduct surveys of community members,
No. 7 County employees and others; identify gaps in research; and

collect and analyze the data obtained.
Engage in extensive community outreach that is culturally and
linguistically competent, including consulting community groups
with established best practices in community engagement; hold atWGI Focus Area

No 8 least two Town Hall meetings in each Supervisorial District to
. gather relevant information as identified by the WGI GC; and take

any additional action to ensure the most robust community
participation.
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WGI Focus Area No. 1: Reports to the Board

The motion requires the WGI to provide quarterly written status reports to the Board,
including recommendations for actions that may be undertaken. The eleventh quarterly
report was submitted to the Board on December 21, 2020.

WGI Focus Area No. 2: Develop a Mission Statement or Guiding Principles to shape
the WGI GC’s work

In August 2018, the WGI GC adopted the following mission statement:

The mission of the Women and Girls Initiative is to establish Los Angeles County as a
leader in creating opportunities and improving outcomes for women and girls. We apply
a gender lens when the County acts as an employer, a service provider, and as a partner
to: enhance equity and justice, increase leadership opportunities and capacity, and
create innovative pathways and partnerships.

In October 2018, the WGI GO adopted a ‘living’ Strategic Framework, which includes
guiding principles to advance the mission and shape the work of the WGI. The WGI
Strategic Framework is driven by the potential challenges raised in the motion. Specific
priorities were determined based on data, input from community conversations, and
experience of the WGI GC members and WGI staff, in collaboration with the Board.

The five strategic priority areas are:

Create an equitable workplace where all people regardless of
Strategic Priority gender and age have equal opportunities for employment,

No. I advancement, and leadership within the County of Los Angeles’
workforce.
Ensure economic mobility for women and girls of Los AngelesStrategic Priority
County by increasing their assets and income throughout theirNo.2
lifespan.
All County services for women and girls are designed with aStrategic Priority gender and age lens to ensure accessibility, responsive to

. needs, and provide for well-being throughout their lifetime.

Strategic Priority Empower the next generation of leadership by preparing women
No. 4 and girls for success in their chosen careers and communities.

Design County internal and external partnerships to increaseStrategic Priority opportunities and improve outcomes for women and girls
. throughout Los Angeles County.

WGI Focus Area No. 3: Establish Committees or Working Groups

In 2020, the WGI had four ad hoc committees aligned with the WGI Strategic Framework
priorities:
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• Increasing the recruitment and retention of women in the Los Angeles County
Sheriffs (Sheriffs) Department and the Los Angeles County Fire Department
(LAC0FD);

• Community engagement to focus on community town halls being planned for the
upcoming year;

• Celebrating the 100th Anniversary of the l9 Amendment, Women’s Suffrage; and

• At-Promise Girls, focusing on reducing the disparate criminalization of vulnerable
girls, and reducing the number of girls incarcerated in LA County.

The ad hoc committees’ work is further discussed in the sections below.

Engagement with County Departments

WGI Department Head Working Group

In December 2020, the WGI convened the Department Head Working Group (Working
Group). Representatives from over 30 County departments gathered to share the work
being done by their respective departments to meet the needs of women and girls. The
WGI provided updates on two key initiatives: the 100th Anniversary Celebration of
Women’s Suffrage and the Gender Impact Assessment (GIA). In addition, the Working
Group discussed opportunities to work with the WGI to ensure each Department Head
achieves their 2020-21 MAPP goal: to implement at least one strategy that strengthens
their department’s capacity to collect and track data related to outcomes based on
gender. The Working Group continues to serve as a resource for the WGI by providing
data and expertise to inform the WGI’s projects and Board recommendations.

Los Angeles County Celebration of 1QQth Anniversary of Women’s Suffrage

The WGI spearheaded the planning of the County’s centennial celebration of Women’s
Suffrage. Originally, the WGI’s goal was to coordinate key community events and inform
the community of events being held. However, the COVID-19 pandemic prevented the
County, as well as community partners, from hosting public facing events. The Los
Angeles County’s Celebration of the Centennial Anniversary of the 19th Amendment -

Suffrage of Women report is attached (Attachment II). This report documents the process
and outcomes of the celebration, including the formation of the WGI and the Los Angeles
County Commission for Women joint committee; the development of a Board motion; the
branding of the celebration; the creation of a heat map to target registration of women
voters; a WGI-developed voter registration toolkit; a timeline featuring 100 influential
women who helped shape Los Angeles County; and a PowerPoint presentation that
showcases County departments’ efforts. The celebration was a true collaboration of all
County departments, including the Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk, LA County Library,
Arts and Culture, Natural History Museum, and the Office of Education, which were
members of the joint committee. In addition, all County Department Heads achieved their
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2019-20 MAPP goal of creating programs, events, and/or awareness of the 100th

Anniversary celebration.

Interdepartmental Committees

Multidisciplinary Action Team

The WGI-led Multidisciplinary Action Team (MAT) is comprised of the LACoFD, the
Department of Human Resources (DHR), the Chief Executive Office (CEO), and County
Counsel. The team is charged with making recommendations to increase the number of
women firefighters in LACoFD by examining its recruitment, hiring process, and
organizational culture. During this period, MAT’s efforts, along with the LACoFD’s
Community Outreach, Recruitment, Diversity and Inclusion section, increased its female
hiring. With the graduation of its last two classes, there are now 62 women (previously
47) in the fire series, a 30 percent increase. In fact, more women have been hired in the
last two classes than were hired in any of the previous six years. In addition, the WGI
engaged Emergency Services Consulting International (ESCI) to identify opportunities
and barriers to hiring and retaining female firefighters in LAC0FD. Though the pandemic
delayed their work, ESCI anticipates delivering a comprehensive report, including data
analysis, assessment details, recommendations, and an action plan by the fall of 2021.

“Women in Tech” Hiring Initiative

The WGI continued its participation in a workgroup that was created to develop and
implement the “Women in Tech” Hiring Initiative. The Board-approved initiative seeks to
remedy gender inequalities, specifically the shortage of women in strategically important
information technology (IT) roles, through the creation of a career pipeline program. The
workgroup developed a program that targeted women, young workers, and at-promise
youth between the ages of 14 and 24 to help them become more competitive for County
IT jobs. The workgroup planned for the program to include training, mentorship, skills
development workshops, and on-the-job experience that could translate into County IT
Aide positions. Like so many County programs, this one was also impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic and resulting Countywide hiring freeze, but will be ready to launch
when feasible for the County.

Anti-Racism, Diversity, and Inclusion (ARDI) Initiative

This year, the WGI began participating in two interdepartmental workgroups charged with
advancing recommendations to ARDI. One workgroup is focused on developing
components for a race equity tool, including sharing the GIA tool as an example of
potential components. The second workgroup provides input on ARDI guiding principles.
The WGI is committed to working collaboratively with ARDI in its work to end systemic
racism as it has a direct impact on the ability of women and girls of color to achieve equity.
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The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(CEDA ‘A9

Early in 2020, the WGI partnered with the Los Angeles County Commission on Women
(LACCW) and the Human Relations Commission (HRC) to determine if CEDAW goals
and principles would help move forward the County’s mission for equity. On January 5,
2021, the Board moved that the County adopt and support CEDAW principles and explore
the feasibility of amending the County Code in accordance with the operative principles
of CEDAW. The WGI will work with County Counsel, HRC, and LACCW on the motion’s
directives in the first quarter of 2021.

WGI Focus Area No. 4: Conduct a Countywide study of ways in which women and
girls are impacted by actions undertaken by the County

GIA

In 2020, the WGI and the Office of the Chief Information Officer (OClO), built on the
Phase Zero findings, began work to design the Phase One project, and geared toward
the creation of a GIA to be used across County departments. Phase One consisted of
three parts: 1) creating a toolkit to guide data collection and analysis, including
governance; 2) building awareness and engagement around using a gender lens; and 3)
developing a data inventory for the County to track gender equity in internal operations
and service provisions. The WGI created an interdepartmental workgroup, with the goal
of including departments and facilitating discussion around how a GIA works and how it
could best be used by individual departments. The workgroup met for a series of virtual
presentations and discussions, which provided valuable feedback to the WGI. At these
meetings, the WGI presented a description of the various components that could
comprise a future GIA, based on best international practices. GIA department liaisons
were specifically asked to consider how GIA components would aid in gender equity for
their department, as well as their impressions around feasibility, additional resources
necessary, and a timeline for implementation. The WGI and OClO distributed brief
surveys after each meeting, which asked department liaisons to provide their assessment
of the effectiveness and feasibility of proposed GIA components.

Throughout the summer, the WGI and OCIO worked in partnership to interview
departments that might become potential pilot projects for a GIA implementation.
The focus of these interviews was on assessing the logistical readiness and enthusiasm
for pursuing a GIA in the immediate future, and also to gather information on current data
practices of individual departments, which helped the WGI begin developing a data
inventory. During the fall and winter of 2020, the WGI began drafting items for the GIA
toolkit, which provides both quantitative and qualitative data collection templates, as well
as educational and instructional resources for departments to use. The WGI also worked
with consultants during this time to develop a logo and campaign outline for how to best
educate departments on the benefits of using a GIA. In March 2021, the WGI will
complete all toolkit components and select pilot departments best suited to participate.
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WGI Focus Area No. 5: Conduct a thorough assessment of the County’s
recruitment, hiring, retention, promotion, testing, evaluation, and other HR policies
to ascertain any disparate impacts they may have on women

Gender Equity in Recruitment and Hiring

In 2019, the WGI worked in partnership with the Department of Human Resources (DHR)
to produce the Guide to Promoting Gender Equity in Recruitment and Hiring. In
June 2020, DHR was informed by the National Associations of Counties that the County
had won the 2020 Achievement Award for our “Using Gender-Neutral Language in Job
Posts’ submission. The collaborative work on using gender-neutral language in
recruitment has rendered significant results. The award recognizes the County’s
advancements in using language that increases the number of female candidates as well
as all diverse candidates. Particularly, the County was congratulated on the metrics that
was used to capture our journey of change. The WGI continues to work with DHR to
ensure use of the Guide to Gender Equity in Recruitment and Hiring.

Gender Equity in the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department

In 2019, the WGI engaged Justice and Security Strategies, Inc. (JSS) to develop
evidence-based practices for recruitment and hiring, review the application of Peace
Officers Standards and Training, evaluate and critique marketing materials, and make
best practice recommendations to improve gender parity in the Sheriffs Department. In
2020, JSS submitted their report to the WGI’s Increasing the Recruitment and Retention
of Women in Sheriff and Fire ad hoc committee. The report documented the importance
of gender parity, and included recommendations that would increase the recruitment,
hiring, and retention of women in the Sheriffs Department. The ad hoc committee is
analyzing the JSS report findings for further discussion later this year.

WGI Focus Area No. 6: Conduct a thorough assessment of the County’s abilities
and deficits in ensuring gender equity

Employee Climate Survey

In March 2019, the WGI distributed its Countywide Anonymous Employee Climate
Survey, developed in consultation with DHR and County Counsel, to assess employee
satisfaction and gender equity perceptions in the workplace. The survey was designed
to incorporate the WGI’s Board-mandated assessment and to help County leadership
gain a deeper understanding of the diverse needs of County employees. Based on the
findings that were submitted to the Board in November 2019, the WGI developed a plan
to gather more information and develop specific recommendations in the areas of
chifdcare, mentorship, and family-friendly leave. Though the WGI’s work was delayed
due to the COVID-1 9 pandemic, from May 2020 to August 2020, the WGI hosted a series
of virtual focus groups on several different topics: family leave, childcare, and mentorship.
A variety of County departments were represented in the focus groups, and these small
groups had the opportunity to delve into their specific experiences as well as receive
feedback of those present. After each focus group, the WGI sent a short survey to
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participants to collect information and feedback on existing policies for further enalysis.
In July 2020, the WGI distributed a survey to management-level department
representatives, seeking to learn more about mentorship specifically. Through the
collected survey data, the WGI learned about existing mentorship programs and which
departments would be interested in hosting mentorship programs for their employees. In
addition, the data informed a series of recommendations that DHR will implement to
further improve the workplace. The attached report, A Closer Look, provides
recommendations, establishes target dates for implementation, and details the results
from the focus groups and surveys. (Attachment III).

Although the WGI spent the majority of its resources addressing issues related to
supporting equity among County employees, we recognize a need for continued
investments in addressing gender equity in the County’s partnerships and service
provision in the coming year.

WGI Focus Area No. 7: Initiate and gather research concerning women and girls in
the County

In 2020, the WGI GC initiated two research projects that align with the WGI’s strategic
priorities.

Strategic Priority 2: Ensure economic mobility for Women and Girls of Los Angeles
County by increasing their income and opportunity to build assets and income throughout
their lifespan.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the WGI revised its focus on economic mobility to
economic resilience. The WGI partnered with the University of Southern California
(USC) Equity Research Institute to conduct a study to understand women’s economic
resiliency in the region, a particularly important matter as we recover from the COVID-1 9
pandemic. Economic self-determinism has long been important to women — especially
women of color, who are nearly three in four women in the region. Through this study,
the WGI is attempting to answer the following questions: To what extent are they able to
build economically robust livelihoods? What does the data show about where their task
may be impeded by systemic barriers?

For this study, USC Equity Research Institute will apply a gender lens to an analysis of
economic preparedness and recovery using indicators that draw on household-level data.
Jennifer Ito, Research Director, and Vanessa Carter, Senior Data Analyst, created a team
of researchers that reflects the diversity of the region. This study will help the County
tailor workforce development, asset management, and wealth building programs
appropriately in the years to come so that households in the County can make strong
recoveries. This will further the WGI’s goal of promoting the economic well-being of
women and girls by applying a gender lens to the underpinnings of what it takes to be
economically secure in our communities. We anticipate the findings of this research study
to be delivered to the WGI in spring 2021.
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Strategic Priority 3: A!! County services for women and girls are designed with a gender
and age lens to ensure accessibility and responsiveness to needs, and to provide for their
well-being throughout their lifetime.

The WGI recognized the need to focus on services to girls, specifically at-prom ise girls.
The WGI participated in the Youth Justice Workgroup to ensure a gender lens was
incorporated into their work. The Youth Justice Workgroup sought to re-imagine the
probation system for youth in the County and developed recommendations around how
the County should better serve youth. One facet of the work involved recommending
changes to the Office of Education’s policies to reduce punitive measures in schools that
disproportionately punish girls of color and often lead to further justice involvement. The
need for more information about existing school policy led the WGI GC’s At-Promise Girls
ad hoc committee to partner with graduate students from the University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA) Luskin School of Public Affairs. The UCLA students will spend roughly
six months investigating current policies and developing recommendations for changes.

In 2020, the WGI was named in several Board motions including:

Supporting the Growth of the Los Angeles Film and Digital Media Industry
Recommendations and Action Plan (February 4, 2020)

The Board directed the WGI to work with other relevant County departments to implement
a Film and Digital Media career pathways program, including a pilot program that serves
County clients and targeted populations that have historically experienced barriers to
high-quality employment. The WGI will work with the Los Angeles County Department of
Workforce Development, Aging and Community Services and their contractor,
Venice Arts, to ensure the use of a gender lens in outreach, recruitment, and
implementation.

Paving the Road Toward Economic Recovery in Los Angeles County
(July 21, 2020)

The WGI participated in the workgroup that was brought together to address the Board’s
directives. A key directive was to create a plan to address the impacts of the repeal of
Proposition 209, which was ultimately not approved by the voters. However, the WGI
continues to work with County departments to ensure that there are employment and
contracting opportunities for women and minority-owned businesses.

Addressing the Needs of Unaccompanied Women Experiencing Homelessness
(September 29, 2020)

The WGI joined the CEO’s Homeless Initiative workgroup, which convened to respond to
the Board motion. On December 28, 2020, the workgroup provided a work plan to the
Board that included the need to conduct a needs assessment, a budget, an
implementation timeline, a process for selecting a consultant, and recommendations to
address the COVID-19 pandemic impacts and limitations.
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WGI Focus Area No. 8: Engage in extensive community outreach

The December 13, 2016 Board motion that created the WGI also included a directive that
the WGI conduct two town halls in each Supervisorial District. In 2018, the WGI
conducted the first series of town halls. In 2020, the WGI pivoted to host virtual town halls
to gather community input on how civil unrest and the COVID-19 pandemic impacted
women and girls.

On August 19, 2020, the WGI held the first virtual meeting titled, How Can the County
Improve Services for Women and Girls of Color Given All We’ve Witnessed in 2020? On
August 26, 2020, the WGI held the second virtual town hall meeting titled, How Does
What We’ve Lived in 2020 Impact the Future Economy and Women in the Workforce?
On September 9, 2020, the WGI held the third meeting of the series, How Can the County
Support Women 55+ Given COVID-19 and the Impact of 2020? On October 7, 2020, the
WGI held the fourth meeting, What Lessons Has COVID-19 Taught the County About
Intimate Partner Violence and its Impact on Homelessness? On October 14, 2020, the
WGI concluded the series with, What Does a Post-CO VID-19 Los Angeles Look Like for
Women and Girls, and What is the Role of County Government? Throughout 2021, the
WGI GC will review the meetings’ findings, vet recommendations, and develop
implementation plans, as appropriate, for the Board’s consideration.

In addition, the WGI continues to increase its engagement with the community through
expanding the WGI Listserv, which currently has over 21,000 stakeholders who regularly
receive updates on the WGI’s activities. The WGI continues to use social media to inform
the community about County activities and resources for women and girls. In 2020, the
WGI’s website was revamped, and it remains a community resource for information on
the COVID-19 pandemic and the 100th Anniversary of the Amendment.

2019 Recommendations Updates

In 2019, the WGI made several recommendations to the Board. In 2020, the WGI
implemented the following equity-driven recommendations:

Create a Countywide Gender Equity Mandate

• Created a Countywide data inventory: A series of ten informational interviews were
conducted to gather department data practices, and a needs assessment was
completed as part of the WGI’s work toward creating a GIA. These interviews helped
determine urgency and departments’ readiness to potentially begin using GIAs and
lay the groundwork for a Countywide data inventory.

• Created a toolkit to guide data collection and analysis: The WGI completed Phase 1
to create a GIA tool. In March 2021, the WGI will embark on Phase 2 to pilot a toolkit
and training in three departments.

• Bi-Annual Employee Climate Surveys: In 2020, the WGI developed additional
recommendations based on employees’ childcare, family-friendly leave, and
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mentorship needs, and held a preliminary meeting with DHR to discuss the next
Employee Climate Survey. In spring 2021, DHR and the WGI will administer the
survey.

• Built awareness and engagement of using a gender lens: Through the WGI
Department Head Working Group, the GIA workgroup, and participation on various
interdepartmental workgroups, including ARDI and the Youth Justice Task Force, the
WGI continued to build awareness and engagement of using a gender lens. As noted
above, each Department Head was charged to implement at least one strategy that
strengthens their department’s capacity to collect and track data related to outcomes
based on gender through their 2020-21 MAPP goals.

Enhance career pathway programs that encourage professional development for the
advancement of women of all ages and levels

• The WGI’s participation on the “Women in Tech” Hiring Initiative, as well as the WGI’s
work to create apprentice opportunities for County trade positions, has helped
advance this goal. In addition, one of the GIA components will track departments’
rates of management promotion by gender, and the WGI’s recent focus groups on
mentorship generated several recommendations to enhance mentorship
opportunities, which is a proven strategy to help in career advancement.

Create an operational pathway for At-Promise Girls

• The WGI created the At-Promise Girls Ad Hoc Committee (formally referred to as
At-Risk Girls) to develop and oversee a plan to implement this recommendation.
The committee name was changed in the interest of using a label that does not imply
some girls are inherently at risk due to any fault of their own. The committee met with
the Children and Families Committee to better understand the needs of girls in the
foster care system, heard reports of needs of at-promise girls, and chose to focus on
the need to stem the school to prison pipeline to ensure operational pathways for
at-promise girls.

Partner with the CEO’s Economic Development Division in determining a gender lens to
its reports.

• The WGI worked with the Economic Development Division to incorporate gender data,
when available, in the 2020 Economic Scorecard. Departments and the Los Angeles
Economic Development Corporation are working to gather as much gender-driven
data as possible. The Economic Development Division plans to release the 2020
Economic Scorecard in late winter 2021.

Summary Recommendations

In 2020, the WGI continued to build on its work to establish the County as a leader in
creating opportunities and improving outcomes for women and girls by identifying ways
to operationalize the use of a gender lens in the County’s decision-making. Like many of
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the County departments, the WGI’s work was impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Though the WGI pivoted quickly to teleworking and the use of virtual platforms,
nevertheless, there were delays while adjusting to the new normal.

The recommendations below, which require assessment of resources, are aligned with
the WGI GC’s Strategic Framework priorities and incorporate the input received from
various internal and external stakeholders.

• Coordinate implementation of the recommendations from the Employee Climate
Survey — A Closer Look report.

• Continue to ensure an annual MAPP goal supporting the use of a gender lens in
department decision-making.

• Ensure comprehensive, intersectional, consistent, and meaningful data collection is a
priority for all County departments.

• When appropriate, explore the feasibility of trade apprenticeship items and the
t’Women in Tech” Hiring Initiative.

• Elevate the needs of women and girls of color in policies and programs addressing
the COVID-19 recovery.
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Backci round

Organizations dedicated to women’s empowerment, advocacy, and elevating civic
participation from the state of California and Los Angeles County (County) began
discussing the need to celebrate the Centennial anniversary of the 1 gth Amendrrient as
early as 2017. Members of the Los Angeles County Women and Girls Initiative (WGI)
Governing Council (GC) who were involved in these organizations wanted the WGI to
play a role in elevating and celebrating the anniversary given its overlap with the WGI
mission.

Process and Stakeholders

The WGI GC, in partnership with the Los Angeles County Commission on Women
(LACCW), created an ad-hoc committee to set forth a Centennial anniversary plan.

Together, the WGI GC members and Commissioners of the LACCW hosted a community-
based research activity at its first standing committee on January 28, 2019. Over 20
community members, organizations, leaders, and educators from the Los Angeles
County region contributed to a brain storming session. Over 70 ideas were collected
during that meeting, then vetted by all WGI and LACCW stakeholders to prioritize what
could be accomplished by the County given its size, impact, resources, and capacity. In
addition, various County departments were present at the community-based research
meeting contributing to ideas and elaborating on what would and would not be feasible
for their departments’ teams. This combined effort of the WGI, LACCW, County
departments, and the community helped identify how the County could position itself to
elevate this important anniversary.

Summary of Stakeholder-Based Recommendations

The unifying goals for this project included a desire to recognize and celebrate the
anniversary, which simultaneously elevated the importance of civic engagement given
that 2020 was both an election year and the year of the US Census.

The group also agreed that as we celebrate and elevate this part of history, it is important
to acknowledge that the anniversary was not inclusive of all women. Several
disenfranchised groups, like Native Americans, did not obtain the right to vote until 1924,
when granted citizenship. Similarly, Asian Pacific Islander Americans did not get the right
to vote until 1952, and both African Americans and Latinx communities were
disenfranchised by voter suppression tactics for many years. Wider enfranchisement of
historically disenfranchised people was not possible until the Voting Rights Act of 1965,
and later expansions of the Voting Rights Act. Given the diversity of Los Angeles
community, the histories of all these groups were important to elevate and recognize.
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Through working with the communications team of the Los Angeles County
Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk (RRCC), a unifying theme for this project was
developed that embodied diversity in its message:

“Los Angeles County, Celebrating 100 years of passion, purpose and progress as we
look to the past and craft the future.”

The community-based recommendations formed the basis of a motion that was
developed for the Board of Supervisors.

Motion

On August 6, 2019, the Board of Supervisors passed the motion, Centennial Celebration
of the 19th Amendment-Women’s Suffrage, recognizing the period of August2019-
August 2020 as a time to commemorate the national anniversary of the 19 Amendment s
ratification. The motion designated the WGI and LACCW as the groups that would work
with County departments and related stakeholders to help elevate this important
a nniversa ry.

Motion Goals

• Elevate the history of the I 9th Amendment with an emphasis on recognizing
historical leaders from 1891 to 2020.

• Encourage voter registration in creative ways to populations and/or regions where
there is low female voter registration.

• Promote voter registration efforts to youth who will be eligible to vote in 2020,
especially girls.

• Use this outreach opportunity and momentum to also encourage Los Angeles
County residents to be counted during Census 2020.

• Identify a platform to list County departments, Greater Los Angeles cities,
commissions, schools, museums, institutions of higher education, non-profits, and
related organizations that are hosting public events or programs related to the
Centennial celebration.

• Partner with relevant County departments, commissions, community benefits
organizations, cities, educational institutions, and related stakeholders to ensure
robust awareness of the Centennial anniversary.

• Identify a permanent opportunity to commemorate the celebration and for the
County to host an activity that is visual and attracts a large audience between the
months of August 2019-August 2020.
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Celebration’s Outcome andlor Proaress

Below are details about how the WGI ensured that the Board’s goals for the Centennial
celebration were achieved:

1. All departments need to find a way to educate employees, residents, clients, and
partners. “Celebrating 100 years of passion, purpose, and progress as we look to the
past and craft the future.”

To ensure the celebration of the 19th Amendment was achieved, the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) included it as one of the Management Appraisal Performance Plan (MAPP)
goals for each Department Head.

At the WGI County Departmental Workgroup meeting that took place in
December 2019, WGI staff presented a call to action with ideas on how the departments
could and should elevate the importance of the Centennial anniversary. Departments
were encouraged to engage their employees, clients, and/or partners as potential
audiences.

The WGI provided the departments the logo, slogan, social media hashtags, talking
points, local historical background, and related branding materials that were created in
collaboration with the Los Angeles County Library (LA County Library) and RRCC archival
records team. They were also encouraged to regularly visit the WGI website, which
served as a hub for resources for the year’s celebration.

By the end of the celebration, all County departments had a contribution to report.
Department activities included hosting community-based events, communication and
outreach pieces for targeted audiences, or distributing some type of promotional piece.
Examples include:

• Child Support Services employees created a book club where employees had the
opportunity to engage each other and discuss complex issues of a shared
novel/text.

• Auditor Controller created a virtual museum that showcased the history of the
Centennial, but also incorporated the stories of their female employees.

• Parks and Recreation hosted a month-long Girls Empowerment Summit around
the anniversary.

• Public Works included the Centennial as the theme of their 2019 Women’s
Leadership Conference.

For departments that perform direct outreach to the community, such as
Regional Planning and Department of Consumer and Business Affairs, outreach
materials including stickers, brochures, and other materials that elevated the importance
of voting and filling out the Census were distributed.
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The WGI website, under the Centennial tab, is hosting a PowerPoint presentation which
summarizes what every department did to celebrate the Centennial anniversary.

Documenting Departments Centennial Celebration

2. Create a public web-based calendar where County and Community can list events
related to the Centennial.

Together with its stakeholders, the WGI collected a thorough list of community and
County-based events that were occurring around LA County to celebrate the Centennial.
As events were identified, Countywide Communications added them to the WGI website
Calendar of Events under the Centennial tab. The dates were also shared with the CEO
who posted them onto the digital community calendar of events featured inside of the Los
Angeles County Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration. Many events were scheduled
during International Women’s History month, March 2020; however, the COVID-19
pandemic and lockdown caused some events to be cancelled or moved to a virtual
platform.

3. Work with Department of Arts and Culture on an opportunity to commission art for a
permanent commemoration.

As directed, the Department of Arts and Culture (Arts and Culture) presented a set of
ideas on how to develop a permanent commemoration for the Centennial anniversary.
These ideas were diverse in their scope, cost, and timeline for completion. Ultimately,
Arts and Culture held an art competition and invited LA-based artists to submit work that
would become commemorative posters as well as would be featured on library cards and
bookmarks. Artists were asked to explore and celebrate the achievements of the
Suifragists and place the movement in a larger historical context.

Civic Art, from Arts and Culture, convened a Project Coordination Committee, in which
the WGI, representatives from stakeholder departments including the First and Third
Supervisorial Districts, LA County Library, RRCC, Commission for Women, and the
Executive Office, Board of Supervisors, as well as local arts professionals reviewed artist
submissions and selected six finalists to create original artwork commemorating the
Centennial: Ragni Agarwal, Moses X Ball, Andrea Monroe, Laura Vazquez Rodriguez,
Amy Smith, and Clarence J Williams Ill.

Each original artwork will be made into a poster and accessioned into the LA County Civic
Art Collection, framed, and installed in the LA County Board of Supervisors and the Arts
and Culture offices. To reach as many people as possible during Safer at Home orders,
digital posters were made available for download on the Arts and Culture website.
Additionally, digital slides were made for sharing on social media channels, encouraging
the public to exercise their right to vote.
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4. Work with RRCC to elevate the 400,000 eligible but not registered-to-vote women who
live in LA County.

The WGI worked with the RRCC to promote a Geographic Information Systems (GIS), an
interactive map that indicates where higher proportions of eligible but not registered-to-
vote women are found.

The map can be found on the WGI website, Explore Interactive Map, where anyone can
search by address and zip code to see the numbers of women who are eligible versus
not eligible to vote, compared to the number of women registered versus not registered
to vote. The information featured is based on Census tract data from 2016 and 2017.
The goal was for the community to visually see where more voter registration outreach
needed to be done.

In addition, the WGI team created Women’s Voices, A Toolkit to Increase Voter
Registration. Originally, the WGI planned to host a public event to debut the toolkit and
GIS map to encourage and empower the community to identify and plan register—to-vote-
drives. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the event and wide dissemination of
the toolkit were cancelled. Post COVID-19, there will be an opportunity to update the
map and continue to develop ways to register women who are eligible to vote. Given that
GIS maps can be adjusted, updated, and reconfigured, future generations working on
women’s civic engagement can reference this map and add more data to identify trends.

5. Elevate the participation of being counted in the Census as a civic duty equal tovoting.

When the WGI hosted presentations and attended outreach opportunities between
August 2019 to March 2020 (before the Safer at Home order was initiated) Census 2020
materials were distributed simultaneously with Centennial materials.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the social-media profile for partners provided by Census
2020 allowed the WGI to shift its promotion to its social media audience. This was a very
user-friendly portal that allowed the WGI to extract outreach materials, photos, hashtags,
captions, and verbiage to promote the Census in a multitude of languages. These
materials are found on all the WGI digital platforms: Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram
(©Iacwgi) using the tag #LACWGI.

6. Work with various departments to develop literature resources of regional women
leaders since the time of the ratification (multi-cultural, multi-generational).

Various pieces were produced by partnering departments leaving behind more than one
type of literature that highlights women leaders since the time of the 19th Amendment
ratification.
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In the spirit of creating a literature list that would be appealing to the youth, two pieces
were created:

• LA County Library created this reading list: How Women Won the Right to Vote -

Books for Children and Books for Teens and Adults.

• Los Angeles County Office of Education (LACOE) created a list of Instructional
Resources they use to teach K-12 students about the Centennial Anniversary of
the 19th Amendment. This list highlights information on leaders of the Suffragist
movement, Civics education templates, as well as links to the museum, University,
and National archives that own the relics, literature, and related artifacts of this
period.

The piece which highlights LA Women most specifically can be found on the WGI website
Women’s History in Los Angeles County Time/me. This timeline highlights 100 women
from the Los Angeles region who pioneered as civic leaders, in fields such as science,
technology, engineering, arts, history, or math or were the first to accomplish
something remarkable. Most importantly, it represents the diverse communities of our
region’s past, present, and future. The timeline includes their names, photos, and a short
bio of their contributions.

These 100 women were identified, reviewed, and recommended by various individuals,
including the public. Together with RRCC, LA County Library, Natural History Museum,
LACOE, and the WGI team, the final list was made public during Women’s International
History month, March 2020.

7. Work with the Natural History Museum to host an exhibit on the 1Qth Amendment that
highlights the women of Los Angeles County and their role in women’s suffrage and the
importance of women in civic engagement, past and present.

The COVID-19 pandemic caused this exhibition to be completely shifted onto a digital
platform that was launched in August 2020. The exhibition is titled Rise Up LA: A Century
of Votes for Women. Using photographs, protest ephemera, video and audio, the exhibit
creates an experience for viewers about which people, events, places and stories
motivated women to act, and how they did so. The Natural History Museum has installed
the exhibit on site and plans to open to the public when it is safe and healthy to do so. In
the meantime, the virtual experience is set up for users to feel engaged as they learn
about the 1 920s and how the era inspired the 1 9th Amendment. For example, one activity
allows visitors to vote on issues that defined suffrage and the 1920 election issues, such
as immunization, prohibition, land use, and so much more.

To date, the website has been visited by over 4,000 individuals.
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Conclusion

Despite, and because of, obstacles presented by the presence of the COVID-19
pandemic, many community events and department activities were able to pivot to digital
platforms, ensuring the goals of increasing civic participation, elevating the real history of
women’s suffrage, and creating a visibility of the celebration were met. The role of
partnership cannot be emphasized enough as most of the deliverables were
accomplished through partnerships between the WGI, LACCW, various County
departments, and the engagement of the community. The WGI was proud to play a
significant role in the creation, organization, and execution of Los Angeles County’s
celebration of the Centennial Anniversary of the 9h Amendment.

We would like to acknowledge:

Centennial Standing Committee

Chairs:

Ana Maria Garcia, Esq.

Alice Petrossian

Members:

Bridgett Amis

Araceli Campos

Anita DeFrantz

Carmen Estrada Schaye

Karriann Farrell Hinds

Wendy Greuel

Becky Shelvin

Vanessa Thompson
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Departments:

Arts and Culture

Marah Morris — Grants and Professional Development Program
Manager

Grace Ramirez Gaston — Director of Civic Art

Kristin Sakoda — Executive Director

LA County Library

Valerie Bailey — Assistant Regional Administrator

Skye Patrick — County Librarian

Natural History Museum

Lori Bettison-Varga — Director and President

Sarah Crawford — Senior Manager, Exhibition Design and
Development

Office of Education

Debra Duardo — Superintendent

Kathryn Edwards — Coordinator of Equity, Access and Curriculum
Support

Michelle M. Herczog — Coordinator of History — Social Science

Registrar-RecorderlCounty Clerk

Jeff Klein — Civic Engineer, Community Relations and Legislation

Dean C. Logan — Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk

Lu Lu — Government and Legislative Affairs Graphic Arts Division

Edward Sumcad — Countywide Records Management and Archives

Cynthia Wheaton — Government and Legislative Affairs Division
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Countywide Communications

Marion Baker— Digital Developer

Lennie LaGuire — Senior Manager, CEO

Andrew Veis — Digital Strategies and Communication

WGI Staff and Consultants

Marissa Ayaia — Sheila Kuehl Policy Fellow

Nicole Bryant — Analyst

Rebecca Ezersky — Intern

Jackie Filla, Ph.D — Research Consultant

Abbe Land — Executive Director

Imelda Pad illa — Community Engagement and Outreach Consultant

Porsha Potts — Senior Secretary
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ATTACHMENT III

INTRODUCTION

In March 2019, the County of Los Angeles (County) launched the
“Los Angeles County Employee Climate Survey” (LACECS) which

______________

was created in partnership with the Chief Executive Office (CEO),
Women and Girls Initiative (WGI), Department of Human
Resources (DHR), and County Counsel to take the temperature of
various aspects of County culture and establish baseline
measures concerning employee satisfaction and perceptions of
fairness in the County workforce. The survey provided a detailed
snapshot of County attitudes across five topics, with the intent of
hosting focus groups to drill down on findings requiring a deeper
understanding.

This report presents combined findings from the March 2019
LACECS, focus groups hosted by the WGI between May and July
2020, and a follow-up survey of the focus group participants on

___________________________

the topics of childcare, protected leaves and managing work and
family responsibilities, and County mentorship opportunities.

10n March 11, 2019, the LACECS was disseminated to all County employees, excluding contract staff and some hourly employees lacking
access to email or internet service at work. We received an overall successful response rate of 35% (36,103 individual respondents),
representing all departments within the County. The full report is available at: https://lacounty.gov/wp-content/uploads/Employee-Climate
Su rvey-Fina l.pdf.
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A Closer Look at
Childcare Needs in the County Workforce

This section examines ‘Childcare Needs in the County Workforce” and provides
recommendations based on quantitative data collected from employees across the
County via the Los Angeles County Employee Climate Survey (LACECS), which was
fielded on March II, 2019. The survey population was County employees, excluding
contract employees and some hourly employees with no access to email or the internet
at their workstations. The overall response rate was 35 percent (36,103 individualemployee respondents), representing all departments within the County.2 The
Women and Girls Initiative conducted a series of follow-up focus groups of parents in
the County workforce to provide in-depth qualitative responses to findings identified in
the survey, consisting of 19 participants from 18 departments across the County.
While these numbers are small in comparison to the number of initial survey
respondents, we believe that the employee comments provide valuable qualitative
data for determining the underlying basis for the reported findings.3

Across all measures, a majority of County LACECS respondents and focus group
participants reported access to adequate childcare and high levels of support from
co-workers when needing to attend to childcare needs. Of LACECS respondents who
were parents, an overwhelming majority of respondents (87%) felt that the current
childcare providers met their childcare needs. While at work, 76 percent of respondents
reported that their co-workers were supportive of taking time off to attend to family needs.
In combining the results of the LACECS and our focus groups we arrive at the following
findings:

FINDING 1: Information from both LACECS and the County focus group
reflected that some employees did not feel the County gave them enough
information about County resources to assist them in identifying and
accommodating their childcare needs.

FINDING 2: Some County LACECS respondents and focus group
participants reported having been on lengthy waitlists to gain access to
childcare, difficulties covering pre- and after-hours childcare, and
inadequate access to last minute childcare needs.

2 According to Forbes (2017) the average completion rate for employee surveys is 30-40 percent.
While 40 percent of LACECS parents reported needing childcare during non-traditional work hours, only 27 percent

of our focus group participants reported needing evening or weekend childcare to perform their assigned Countyjob, thus we did not feel we heard from enough employees needing this type of childcare to provide combined
recommendations in this report. We will conduct additional focus groups on this topic. We also intend to hold
additional focus groups on the topic of childcare specifically for parents who work non-traditional hours, which was
a need identified from the findings in the LACECS.
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LACECS Respondents’ & Focus Group Participants’ Childcare Need

Among LACECS respondents, one third who identified themselves as parents arecurrently or have been parents of a child under the age of four in the last five years.Gender non-binary respondents had the highest proportion of parents with small children(48%), followed by male respondents (33%) and then female respondents (31%). Sixty-five percent of respondents who are parents in the County currently have one childenrolled in childcare and 87 percent of those parents felt that the current childcareproviders met their childcare needs. The current usage of childcare by respondentsmimics the traditional work week. Eighty percent of parents reported using childcare fourto five days a week. Less than 1 percent of mothers used childcare on an “as needed”basis, while 9 percent of men reported using irregular childcare.
A majority (60%) of current parents reported that they would need future access tochildcare, mothers (68%) reported needing the most future access. The greatest demandfor future childcare needs appears to be immediate or in the near future. Half of futurechildcare needs were predicted to be in the next 2 years. Additionally, 19 percent ofrespondents who were not currently parents reported that they would have childcareneeds in the next three years.

Among focus group participants, 53 percent had childcare needs for one child, with themaximum number of children being three and 40 percent of focus group participants hadneed for childcare services for a baby. Like LACECS respondents, 87 percent of focusgroup participants reported having steady childcare needs from week to week. Overall,62 percent of focus group participants reported that their current childcare needs werebeing met, 16 percent reported that their needs were sometimes met and 21 percentreported that they had unmet childcare needs. The greatest difference between theLACECS respondents and our focus group participants was how childcare needs werebeing met. Thirty-six percent of LACECS respondents reported their primary source ofchildcare being a family member (57% reported using licensed childcare providers), while75 percent of focus group participants reported their primary source of childcare being afamily member (17% reported using licensed childcare providers). We recognize theextraordinary circumstances surrounding the timing of these focus groups, and while ourparticipants were largely in altered work arrangements as a result of the pandemic,participants were directed to focus their thoughts and discussions on childcare needsprior and emerging from the pandemic. This report will refer to worklchildcarearrangements of employees during the pandemic when they aligned with their traditionalworklchildcare needs as County employees.

FINDING 1: Information from both LACECS and the County focus group reflectedthat some employees did not feel the County gave them enough information aboutCounty resources to assist them in identifying and accommodating their childcareneeds.
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FROM THE LACECS

One third of non-parent survey respondents reported that they felt the County did enoughto provide information to assist parents inquiring about childcare services.Among parents, 27 percent of respondents reported that they felt the County did enoughto provide information to assist parents inquiring about childcare services. Anoverwhelming majority, 73 percent of parents felt the County did NOT do enough toprovide information to assist parents inquiring about childcare services. Mothers andgender non-binary parents were most likely to report needing more information thanfathers.

Does the County provide enough information to assist parents inquiring about
childcare services?

Gender
All Female Male Non-Binary

Yes 26.9 23.8 37.2 24.2
No 73.1 76.2 62.8 75.8

A large majority (68%) of parents had knowledge and understanding of the County’sDependent Care Spending Account, and 61 percent of parents are currently enrolled inthe County’s Dependent Care Spending Account.

Enrollment in dependent care savings account by gender

Gender Non-Binary

Male

Female

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

•Yes •No

FROM THE FOCUS GROUPS

Focus group participants identified gaps in information concerning childcare and flexiblespending accounts. Participants wished the County would provide and publicize clearerinformation on both. The consensus in both focus groups was that the County has a fairamount of support for parents, but most employees learned of County support throughother co-workers who were parents. One participant noted: “communication should beclearer, there is an underground network of how to figure things out regarding childcare.”
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Another commented, “they [the County] could be more open about what is available forchildcare; what I know, I’ve learned from coworkers who have kids.”
Participants also reported information deficits concerning the County’s DependentSpending Accounts, those that reported knowing about this program were enrolled in it;while those that commented that they were unaware of the program were not enrolled init. One participant noted, “having a background in payroll what is [Dependent SpendingAccounts] is a very common question. New parents do not know what their options are.”One focus group concluded that it would be great if the County had a dedicated websitefor assistance and links to training, application, and program materials for parents thatwas widely publicized to all County employees.

Key Recommendations

1. Create an informational campaign regarding assistance the County has availableto parents including information on County run facilities.
Implementation Target Date: To Be Determined.

2. Produce an interactive and engaging introductory video concerning the County’sDependent Care Spending Account benefit to increase enrollment in the program.Implementation Target Date: To Be Determined.

FINDING 2: Some County LACECS respondents and focus group participantsreported having been on lengthy waitlists to gain access to childcare, difficultiescovering pre- and after-hours childcare, and inadequate access to last minutechildcare needs.

FROM THE LACECS

Among LACECS survey respondents, 15 percent of respondents that identify as parentsare currently on a waiting list for childcare enrollment. 14 percent of mothers, 9.4 percentfathers are currently on a waitlist for childcare enrollment. The mode was one to threemonths currently on a waiting list; 27 percent of parents reported waiting this amount oftime. A quarter of parents reported currently being on a waiting list for over a year. 10percent of parents reported currently being on a waiting list less than a month.
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40 percent of respondents stated that they had need for childcare during non-traditionalwork hours and 58 percent of these respondents did not feel that these needs werecurrently being met. Further, most respondents indicated they stayed home from workwhen they had a sick child. Women reported higher instances of staying home to care forsick children (+20%) and relying on a family member to care of sick children (÷5%) thanmen; indicating that women may have more responsibility for arranging the care of sickchildren among County parents.
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FROM THE FOCUS GROUPS

The conversations from our focus groups gave us more detail on some of the findings inthe LACECS. Many of the focus group participants were on waitlists to access theircurrent childcare option, and the most common reasons for choosing waitlisted facilitieswere: 1. Affordability of facility; 2. Services/amenities offered; 3. Convenience of facilitylocation. A large unfilled need that was identified by participants arose from the logisticsassociated with transporting children and work commutes. Participants overwhelminglyidentified a specific need for transportation assistance to and from childcare facilities for

Parents
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children and access to partial day childcare for 1-2 hours before and after school, to
accommodate County work commutes.

Another need that presented challenges for our focus group participants and LACECS
respondents alike was unscheduled childcare needs due to schedule changes and
illness. Both sets of participants reported that their most frequently used method of
childcare in these situations was to enlist the help of family when possible or to stay home
from work to care for children. One focus group participant noted that this situation can
be extra difficult for parents with children who have health conditions, sharing, “I have one
child who has a health condition and it’s hard to shift work schedules last minute.
We could call on my wife’s parents in an emergency... but once I had to take my kid into
the office because of lack of childcare on Friday and got called out for it [by their
supervisor].” Another participant noted that in instances of last minute or sick childcare
needs, “in a lot of homes that follow traditional gender norms women are left with the
burden.”

When asked about the possibility of having access to more County run childcare facilities,
most participants noted that cost would be a great concern, with the consensus being that
a sliding scale based on income would be important. Another point of consensus was
that County run facilities should offer partial day or drop in options. One very promising
trend noted across all participants was the possibilities presented by recent increased
telework options as the result of the County’s pandemic working arrangements. Many
participants commented on how they were able to arrange their work from home
schedules to meet their childcare needs, without sacrificing productivity. Participants felt
well supported by their managers in balancing these two goals and felt they had more
flexibility to do both in a home setting. Participants expressed a high level of support for
retaining increased telework options when possible once the pandemic has subsided and
it is safe for County employees to return to more traditional office and worksite settings.

Key Recommendations:

1. Investigate the business case for increasing County childcare options, alternative
scheduling, and telework days for sick or on demand childcare needs as many
parents stay home from work when their children are sick.
Implementation Target Date: September 1, 2021

2. Increase childcare access to reduce waitlists currently used by many County
parents given that the parental population is expected to grow as future parents
have children in need of services.4
Implementation Target Date: To Be Determined.

19 percent of LACECS respondents reported that they were not currently parents at the time of the survey but
were planning on becoming parents and would need childcare in the next three years. Additionally, 60 percent of
LACECS respondents who reported being parents reported they would need additional access to childcare in the
next three years.
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3. Work with Department of Public Healths Office for the Advancement of Early Care
and Education (formerly the Office of Child Care) and the Child Care Planning
Committee to explore creation of additional County-run childcare centers — open
to children of both County and non-County employees.
Implementation Target Date: To Be Determined.

4. Use the lessons learned from telework expansion during COVID-19 to provide
employees with routine part-time and full-time telework opportunities where
appropriate.
Implementation Target Date: Ongoing
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A Closer Look at Protected Leaves and
Managing Work and Family Care Responsibilities

This section considers “Family Friendly Leaves in the County” and produces
recommendations based on quantitative data collected from employees across the
County via the Los Angeles County Employee Climate Survey (LACECS), which was
fielded on March 11, 2019. The survey population was County employees, excluding
contract employees and some hourly employees with no access to email or the internet
at their workstations. The overall response rate was 35 percent (36,103 individual
employee respondents), representing all departments within the County.5 The ‘Nomen
and Girls Initiative conducted a series of three follow-up focus groups on “Family Friendly
Leaves” which included 28 participants from 22 departments across the County. While
these numbers are small in comparison to the number of initial survey respondents, we
believe that the employee comments provide valuable qualitative data for determining the
underlying basis for the reported recommendations. In combining the results of the
LACECS and our focus groups we arrive at the following findings:

FINDING 1: Both LACECS respondents and focus group participants agreed
that the County generally offers a supportive environment for leave, but some
focus group participants noted that variations and inconsistent information
dissemination across departments made some employees feel more supported
than others.

FINDING 2: Comments from the County focus group reflected some LACECS
respondents who felt that taking family leaves might harm their careers.

FINDING 3: Comments from the County focus group reflected that some
employees do not feel or were unsure that they have access to scheduling
options that best support their family caregiving responsibilities.

FINDING 4: Some focus group respondents reported a lack of understanding
regarding how paid time off is associated with family leaves, and as personally
being unable to afford to take the maximum amount of time provided by County
leave policies.

According to Forbes (2017) the average completion rate for employee surveys is 30-40 percent.
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Leaves Taken by LACECS Respondents and Focus Group Participants

LACECS respondents were asked about their use of three types of protected family
leaves over the last five years: care for dependent adult, birth or adoption of a child and
care for a dependent child. Almost one fifth of respondents took leave to care for an adult
family member within the last five years. Women took the most leave for adult care
responsibilities; men and gender non-binary respondents took the same amount of leave
for adult care responsibilities. Seven percent of respondents took a leave for the birth or
adoption of a child in the last 5 years, 20 percent of all respondents identifying themselves
as parents took this leave. Men and women were equally likely to take leave for the birth
or adoption of a child, gender non-binary respondents were slightly more likely to take
this leave. Six percent of all respondents took leave to care for a dependent child in the
last 5 years. Approximately one fifth of men and women who identified as parents took
leave for the care of a child, while a quarter of gender non-binary parents took leave for
the care of a child.

Among focus group participants, 83 percent of the focus group participants had taken a
form of protected family leave in the past 5 years, and the remaining had plans to take a
form of protected leave in the next 5 years. Of those participants that reported taking
leave in the past 5 years, 75 percent of participants had taken a leave for the birth or
adoption of a child, 83 percent of participants had taken leave to care for a sick child, and
78 percent of participants had taken leave to care for an adult family member. Below is
a summary of leaves duration taken among participants:

In total, how long were you on a family related leave over the past 5 years?
18 responses

• Less than one month

• 1 month to 3 months

• 3 months to 6 months

• 6 months to 9 months

• 9 months to 1 year

• 1 year to 2 years

• Greater than 2 years

FINDING 1: Both LACECS respondents and focus group participants agreed that
the County generally offers a supportive environment for leave, but some focus
group participants noted that variations and inconsistent information
dissemination across departments made some employees feel more supported
than others.
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FROM THE LACECS

An overwhelming majority of respondents reported that their co-workers were supportiveof their taking time off to attend to family needs (76% of employees agreed, 10% ofemployees disagreed). Men reported the highest level of agreement; women agreedapproximately 5 percent less, and among gender non-binary respondents there werelower levels of agreement and higher levels of disagreement. An overwhelming majorityof respondents also reported that their co-workers were supportive when they took timeoff to attend to personal needs, such as taking time off for sick children, or to care for anelderly parent (74% of employees agreed, 12% of employees disagreed). Men had aslightly higher degree of agreement than women (-4% less than males) and a much higherdegree of agreement than gender non-binary respondents (-19% less than men).Similarly, high levels of support were reported for leaves associated with the birth oradoption of a child, care of a sick child, or care of an adult family member.

My co-workers were supportive of taking time off to attend to family needs

Gender
All Female Male Non-Binary

Agree 76.2 74.8 80.4 62.9
Undecided 13.8 14.3 12.3 12.3
Disagree 10 10.9 7.4 17.3

FROM THE FOCUS GROUPS

Focus group participants reported high levels of support from supervisors in taking leavefor family care purposes. One respondent said she “has worked in five Countydepartments, the County overall has an accepting culture toward leave. She had notbeen personally affected in a negative way, but some people she has talked to felt theywere negatively impacted.” The distinguishing variable between employees who felt wellsupported and those that did not, was the experience with/capacity of department HRstaff rather than interactions with supervisors and colleagues. Specific comments fromparticipants are found in Appendix A.

Key Recommendations

1. Implement a campaign highlighting the County’s family-friendly employmentpolicies. The County should create communication about their use of family-friendly policies, flexible scheduling, protected leave policies, job sharingopportunities, etc., that should be adopted by each HR department.
Implementation Target Date: June 30, 2022

2. Recommend that the Board of Supervisors proclaim a given month as “ProtectedLeave Awareness Month,” and build an awareness and education campaign tosupport the designation.
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a. Programming could include the creation of topical weekly newsletters,announcements on myLACounty.gov, and information about relatedcourses available on The Learning Net or Udemy.
b. Host pre-recorded webinars on employee rights and responsibilities underprotected leaves and related leave topics (i.e., disability compliance).Implementation Target Date: December 30, 2021

3. Create a digital “decision-tree” tool to help employees understand what leaves, ifany, they may be eligible for, given their needs.
a. Conduct education and training on the decision tree for employees,managers, departmental HR managers, and other stakeholders.

Implementation Target Date: June 30, 2022

4. Develop capacity building and support tools for departmental lactationcoordinators and convene lactation coordinators twice a year to build engagementand share best practices.
Implementation Target Date: December 31, 2021

FINDING 2: Comments from the County focus group reflected some LACECS
respondents who felt that taking family leaves might harm their careers.

FROM THE LACECS

Among survey respondents, 46 percent believed that if they needed to take time off orreduce their time at work because of family or personal needs, it would j hurt theirchances of promotion or transfer, while one third of employees disagreed with thisstatement. Men had higher agreement (54%) with this statement; +10.8 percent greaterthan women and +17.2 percent greater than gender non-binary respondents.

Taking time off or reducing my time at work because of family or personal needswould not hurt my chances of promotion or transfer

Gender
All Female Male Non-BinaryAgree 46.1 43.2 54 36.8Undecided 23.9 24.1 23.6 21.7

Disagree 29.6 32.7 22.2 42.5

Fifty-two percent of all respondents reported they do NOT feel pressured to choosebetween advancing in their job or dedicating time to their family/care givingresponsibilities. Men had a higher degree of agreement with this statement(58% agreement), compared to women (49% agreement), a difference of +8.8 percent.Among gender non-binary respondents, agreement with this statement was only 33.6percent (-25% less than males). One third (30%) of respondents felt that taking time offfor family responsibilities might affect their career advancement, while 46 percent did not.Women and gender non-binary respondents felt that taking time off would harm their
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careers far more than men. Agreement by men was 55 percent; compared to 43 percentagreement by women and 37 percent gender non-binary respondent agreement.

I do not feel pressured to choose between advancing in my ob or dedicating timeto familylcaregivinci responsibilities

Gender
All Female Male Non-BinaryAgree 51.8 49.4 58.2 33.6Undecided 21.8 21.9 21.4 23.3Disagree 26.5 28.7 20.4 43

FROM THE FOCUS GROUPS

Many focus group participants reported that they did not believe taking family relatedleaves prevented employees from being promoted but noted that taking family leavesmade it more difficult to attain promotions. Specific comments from participants are foundin Appendix B.

Key Recommendations

1. DHR should review exam and promotion policies to ensure they align with a familyleave friendly culture. DHR should develop a video that reinforces the County’sfriendly family leave culture by highlighting the importance for ALL genders to utilizeleave when needed.
Implementation Target Date: June 30, 2022

2. Work with the Los Angeles County Auditor-Controller to evaluate whether changes tothe employee’s Prime Variance Report (PVR) are possible, to either removereference to protected leaves or limit their visibility to key administrative personnel.Implementation Target Date: December 31, 2021

FINDING 3: Comments from the County focus group reflected that some employeesdo not feel or were unsure that they have access to scheduling options that bestsupport their family caregiving responsibilities.
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FROM THE LACECS

Among survey respondents, 46 percent of all respondents reported that family demands
of employees are taken into consideration when the unit/department schedules events or
meetings. One third of employees were uncertain if family demands were taken into
consideration in relation to scheduling. Men had a higher degree of agreement with this
statement, +5 percent greater than women and +15 percent greater than gender non-
binary respondents.

My family demands are taken into consideration when the unitldepartment
schedules events or meetings

Gender
All Female Male Non-Binary

Agree 45.6 42.1 47.1 31.7
Undecided 30.3 31.4 31.1 32.5
Disagree 24.1 26.5 22 35.8

A majority, 56 percent of all respondents, agreed that they had flexibility to change their
shift start- and end-times if there was a family issue, they needed to take care of, while
27 percent of employees disagreed with this statement. Men had a higher agreement
(60%) with this statement, +6 percent greater than women and +20 percent greater than
gender non-binary respondents.

I have flexibility to change my shift start- and end- times if there was a family issue
that I needed to take care of

Gender
All Female Male Non-Binary

Agree 55.7 54.1 59.6 39.2
Undecided 17.7 17.6 17.6 17.7
Disagree 26.9 28.4 22.7 43

FROM THE FOCUS GROUPS

Participants expressed a need for more flexibility in the number of hours employees were
required to work to be eligible for promotion, and the times and physical working
arrangements available to them to complete their job requirements. These focus groups
were conducted during the COVID-19 orders to work from home, and participants
expressed an increased ability to complete their work and family care responsibilities
under the new stay at home orders and appreciated the new flexibility associated with
work assignments. Many participants expressed a desire to permanently adopt work from
home options once traditional work resumes post-pandemic. Specific comments from
participants are found in Appendix C.
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Key Recommendations

1. Departments should clearly articulate their scheduling policies and schedule
options and eligibility, so that they are easier to understand by their workforce.
Implementation Target Date: December 30, 2021

2. The County should promote a stronger telework culture and encourage
departments to offer telework along with alternate work schedules for those
positions where an employee’s physical presence is not required to fulfill their job
function, based on their operational needs.
Implementation Target Date: Ongoing

3. Departments should allow for flexibility of workday scheduling to accommodate
child and family care needs based on their operational needs.
Implementation Target Date: Ongoing

FINDING 4: Some focus group respondents reported a lack of understanding
regarding how paid time off is associated with family leaves, and as personally
being unable to afford to take the maximum amount of time provided by County
leave policies.

Paid leave was not a topic included in the battery of questions concerning family leaves
in the LAO ECS, however it was a dominant topic of discussion among the participants of
the family friendly leaves focus groups. While it was clear from the LACECS respondents
that a large proportion of employees were not taking the maximum amount of time allotted
for leave under County policy, it was unclear as to why they were making this decision.
Across all focus groups, the conversation quickly and frequently turned to employees
sharing that they were not able to take all the family leave time they wanted or needed
due to financial constraints. Specific comments from participants are found in
Appendix D.

Key Recommendation

1. Continue to explore paid family leave opportunities to address financial constraints
that impact an employee’s ability to take family leave.
Implementation Target Date: October 1,2021
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A Closer Look at
County Mentorship Opportunities

This section explores “County Mentorship Opportunities”6 and creates recommendations
based on quantitative data collected from employees across the County via the Los
Angeles County Employee Climate Survey (LACECS), which was fielded on March II,
2019. The survey population was County employees, excluding contract employees and
some hourly employees with no access to email or the internet at their workstations. The
overall response rate was 35 percent (36,103 individual employee respondents),
representing all departments within the County.7 The Women and Girls Initiative
conducted a series of four focus groups on “County Mentorship opportunities” which
included 30 participants from 25 departments across the County. We held two mentorship
focus groups for employees across the County and two focus groups for employees who
had participated in the “Management Fellows Program” administered by DHR. While
these numbers are small in comparison to the number of initial survey respondents, we
believe that the employee comments provide valuable qualitative data for determining the
underlying basis for the reported recommendations. In combining the results of the
LACECS and our focus group we arrive at the following findings:

Report Findinçis

Formal Mentorship in the County
1. A large majority of LACECS respondents and focus group participants who took

part in formal mentorship opportunities reported a positive impact on their career,
citing the mentor/mentee match as the key determinant of a successful experience.

2. Focus group participants favored Countywide mentorship programs over
department specific programs, and mentor/mentee matching with individuals
outside of their department.

Informal Mentorship in the County
1. Focus group participants expressed clear support for informal mentorship

opportunities, and often cited these relationships as the most important to their
success in advancing within the County.

Access to Mentorship in the County
1. Many focus group participants reported not knowing about available mentorship

opportunities and that they did not feel all employees had equal access to the
opportunities available.

2. Results from the LACECS and focus groups suggest an overall lack of mentors to
accommodate all wishing to be mentees when a mentorship opportunity arises.

6 According to Forbes (2017) the average completion rate for employee surveys is 30-40 percent.
7The WGI produced a primer on the importance of mentorship opportunities for women in the County workforce
in response to the original BOS WGI founding motion. The WGI Primer highlights can be found in Appendix E.
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LACECS Respondents and Focus Group Participants

More men than women and gender non-conforming respondents viewed female
employees receiving equal treatment concerning mentorship and career advancement
opportunities. Over one third (37%) of respondents reported having effective mentorship;
with substantially more employees reporting participating as a mentor and a mentee in
informal mentorship (26%) programs over formal mentorship (16%) programs.
Respondents in management positions were more likely to participate and have a positive
opinion of mentorship opportunities, than employees not in management positions - While
respondents felt they had equal access to general career development resources, many
respondents of all genders did not feel they had access to an effective mentor.

All employees have equal access to career development opportunities within the
County

I Gender
All Female Male Non-Binary

Agree J66.3 66 69 45.4
Undecided 15.8 16.5 14.5 18.2
Disagree [ 17.8 17.5 16.6 36.4

I have access to an effective mentor

Gender
All Female Male Non-Binary

Agree 36.9 36.1 40.4 23.6
Undecided 22.7 22.3 24.1 19.9
Disagree 40.5 42.3 36 57.2

Just over fifteen percent of respondents (16%) reported receiving formal mentorship
through a program organized through the County of Los Angeles. Men were most likely
to participate in a formal mentorship program, females featured -3 percent less
participation and gender non-binary respondents featured -9 percent less participation
than male respondents. Respondents that identified themselves as a manager were
equally likely to have participated in formal mentorship as respondents who are not
managers (approximately 13% in both categories agreed). More respondents participated
in informal mentorship opportunities than formal mentorship opportunities within the
County (22% agreement on informal participation vs. 14% agreement on formal
participation). Females participated -3 percent less than males and gender non-binary
respondents in informal mentorships. Respondents that identified themselves as a
manager participated in informal mentorship 8 percent more than respondents who are
not managers.
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Among focus group participants, 47 percent general focus group participants and all
participants in the “Management Fellows Program” focus groups stated that they were
part of some sort of mentorship opportunity, whether it be formal or informal.

Participants in all types of mentorship opportunities across the County:
If yes, do you participate as a:
15 responses

• Mentor

• Mentee

• Both

• I am not in a mentorship opporlunity

Participants from the Management Fellows Program:
Did you participate as a:
26 responses

• Mentor

• Mentee

• Both

• Manager of the DCFS Mentm step
Program

Formal Men torship in the County8

In July 2020, the WGI fielded a survey concerning formal mentorship programs in
existence within the individual County departments. We found six of fifteen responding
departments reported having a formal departmental mentorship program.9 In addition to
department mentorship groups, the WGI held two focus groups of participants recruited
from the Countywide “Management Fellows Program.” The following results are from
these focus group conversations and follow-up survey.

FINDING 1: Many focus group participants reported not knowing about available
mentorship opportunities and that they did not feel all employees had equal access
to the opportunities available.

8 Key comments from focus group participants on their experience in formal mentorship
programs can be found in Appendix F.

The findings for this survey can be found in Appendix G.
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Participants were overwhelmingly satisfied with their participation in a formal mentorship
opportunity and reported that such participation had a positive impact on their careers
and advancement in the County. 70 percent of participants were satisfied with their
experience and 80 percent of participants said their experience had a positive impact on
their careers.

How satisfied were you with your participation in the mentorship program?
26 responses

• Very satisfied

• Satisfied

• Neutral

• Dissatisfied

• Very dissatisfied

How much of an impact did participating in a mentorship program have on your career?
26 responses

• Most positive impact on my career

• Positive impact on my career

• Neutral or No Impact on my career

• Negative impact on my career

• Most negative impact on my career

Participants who were the most and least enthusiastic about their formal mentorship
experience cited their actual mentor as the largest reason for their experience. Across
all focus groups participants commented on the importance of good matches along the
lines of similar career goals, similar personalities, and similar program expectations/time
to devote to the program. One participant praised his participation in a mentorship
program, saying “they [program administrators] really took the time to find me the right fit
and introduced us to one another prior to taking on the mentorship relationship. It also
helped us establish a schedule that we could both commit to but also be accountable to.”
Another participant with a more negative experience commented, “my mentee and I could
not figure out why we were paired together... felt like an afterthought or just a forced
pairing because perhaps they were running low on folks.”

FINDING 2: Focus group participants favored Countywide mentorship programs
over department specific programs, and mentor/mentee matching with individuals
outside of their department.
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Across all focus groups most participants said they preferred Countywide formal
mentorship opportunities, compared to department specific programs. The benefits
identified of inter-department placements were: to better understand the career
possibilities within the County; to gain a better understanding of all that the County does;
the ability to talk openly about work-related problems that may involve their managers to
seek external advice; and psychological benefits, as one participant put it, “knowing that
I have someone that has my best interest at heart that isn’t in my branch.” The pie chart
below shows an overwhelming preference for Countywide programs from the
“Management Fellow Program” focus group population. One participant recommended,
“I would make it mandatory for all County employees. Every new hire should be con nected
with a mentor that is at a higher level in their job path, but not in the same supervisory
chain so as to allow both parties to feel comfortable discussing day to day challenges.”

Key Recommendations

1. County should develop a Countywide guide on how to be an effective mentor.
Implementation Target Date: June 30, 2022

2. County should have MAPP goals for mentors. Department of Human Resources
will propose suggested goals.
Implementation Target Date: June 30, 2022

3. County should develop standardized mentorship program that is based on best
practices and best matching criteria, utilizing technology whenever possible.
Implementation Target Date: To Be Determined.

4. County should have annual Mentor get together to share best practices.
Implementation Target Date: To Be Determined.

5. Mentors should be recognized at BOS meeting.
Implementation Target Date: To Be Determined.

Informal Mentorship in the County 10

FINDING 1: Focus group participants expressed clear support for informal
mentorship opportunities, and often cited these relationships as the most
important to their success in advancing within the County.

All participants reported having a mentor that was critical to their success in the County
and many who participated in formal mentorship programs also reported having an
informal mentor that also gave them career critical advice. The effect of having a personal
mentor was pronounced for female participants, one commenting, “it is important to be

10 Key comments from focus group participants on their experience with informal mentorship
can be found in Appendix H.
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pairing women of color and women with lived experiences” and another female
participant, who noted she was the highest ranking woman in her department, said “I
relied heavily on the other female chief as a mentor and called on her quite a bit for help
navigating. Especially as you move up a rank it’s nice to have someone to confide in or
ask questions to.” Participants also cited that it was essential to have advocates in
management in order to receive promotions, one participant said, “there’s a certain way
you get promoted and no way around it based on seniority and rules, but after a certain
point it’s mainly about who you know and who knows you.” Participants favored the

Would your deal mentorship opportunity be led by your department leadership or a countywide
program?
26 responses

• Department program

• Countywide pmgram

County providing more “social” opportunities for prospective mentees and mentors to
meet and some guidance on how to pursue forming mentorship relationships outside a
formal program. One participant commented “I literally googled ‘how to find a mentor’
and ‘what to ask your mentor” but went on to say the informal mentorship relationship he
developed was key to his deciding to move to another department to advance his career
in a satisfying way.

Key Recommendations

1. County should develop a Guide to Selecting A Mentor. (use video, webinar,
something engaging to be the guide)
Implementation Target Date: October 31, 2022

2. Management should encourage midlevel managers to have a mentor and allow
time for mentor meetings. In the reverse Management should encourage
managers to serve as mentors.
Implementation Target Date: Ongoing

3. Training on how to be an effective mentor for all levels.
Implementation Target Date: To Be Determined.

4. Training on how to be an effective mentee for all levels. Entry level positions should
be assigned a mentor within a standardized timeframe.
Implementation Target Date: To Be Determined.
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Access to Mentorship in the County

FINDING 1: Many focus group participants reported not knowing about available
mentorship opportunities and that they did not feel all employees had equal access
to the opportunities available.

Half of the participants in our general mentorship focus groups reported that they did not
feel they knew about mentorship opportunities available to them and another 40 percent
were unsure. Across both our general focus groups and our “Management Fellows
Program” focus groups, most participants did not feel that all employees have equal
access to the mentorship opportunities available. Results for both groups are reported in
the pie graphs below. Those that reported they had knowledge of and access to
mentorship opportunities were more likely to participate in such opportunities and cite
significant benefits to their careers because of their participation.

Participants in all types of mentorship opportunities across the County:

Do you feel you are aware of all available mentorship opportunities?
15 responses

• Yes

• No

• Unsure

e. Do you fr everyone has the same access to be able to participate in mentorship opportunities
in your department?
14 responses

• Yes

• No

• Unsure

‘ Key comments from focus group participants on their experience with informal mentorship
can be found in Appendix H.
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Participants from the Management Fellows Program:

e. Do you feet everyone has the same access to be able to participate in mentorship opportunities
in your department?
26 responses

• Yes

• No

• Unsure

FINDING 2: Results from the LACECS and focus groups suggest an overall lack of
mentors to accommodate all wishing to be mentees when a mentorship
opportunity arises.

Across focus groups, participants reported that they had experienced or witnessed
experiencing instances where there were fewer mentors available than mentees in a
particular program. One female participant summarized her experience as follows, ‘I’ve
been with the County for 35 years and have never gotten into a mentorship program, but
I have sought out coaches after I did not get in. Mentorship shouldn’t feel like a task,
coaching may be better since it’s more about dropping in to give advice.” A recently
launched departmental mentorship program also reported considerably more applications
among prospective mentees than mentors, yielding a high number of individuals unable
to participate in the program. Participants also commented on the time requirements of
management that made it difficult for more managers to participate successfully in a
formal mentorship program. There was a suggestion that assuring better mentor/mentee
matches might make it more attractive for managers to participate as mentors in
mentorship opportunities. There was also a sense that program rigidity reduced the
number of those willing to be mentors, instead emphasizing flexibility as a key to attracting
more mentors.

Key Recommendations

1. Develop short-term informal Countywide mentorship program based on flexibility,
use of technology and best practices.
Implementation Target Date: To Be Determined.

2. Develop Countywide marketing/communication campaign when newly established
mentorship programs kick off.
Implementation Target Date: To Be Determined.
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Appendix A:
Focus group comments concerning experiences with taking protected leaves

Generally Positive Experiences:

• One participant felt very supported to take leave and knew things would be
handled. The department’s culture was very supportive and valued employees
having all they needed (whether family or personal leave).”

• One participant felt very supported. They were sent reminders from the
department about what was available to them and encouraged them to reach out
if they had questions or concerns.

Generally Negative Experiences:

• One participant felt that when she got a higher ranked position, she was very
unsupported by her female manager and was questioned a lot about her “motives.”
The policies to support people are technically in place, but the support is not there,
and there should be more outreach. When she took baby bonding time, her boss
told her that the baby was ‘plenty bonding’, and she should not be taking another
leave.

Experiences Shaped by Department HR Offices:

• One participant shared her experiences in taking leaves differed greatly from one
department to another. Her smaller department was very supportive about taking
leave, but she did not know if she felt comfortable talking to HR about taking leave.
When she asked about taking leave at her new, larger department she said that
she was just handed a County policy book and said that no one sat down with her
to talk about it and explain things.

• One participant has taken leave twice, ten years ago and last year. She noted
there was a change over the last ten years, even though she was employed in the
same department. The first time she took leave, she went to HR for help and was
only more confused afterward. With the more recent time, she was assigned to a
Return-to-Work (RTW) coordinator who helped communicate with her. She had
to extend her leave due to a personal injury and felt the RTW coordinator was very
helpful in giving her the information she needed. Communication generally was
more open.

• One participant took three months of leave after being hired. She reported that it
was a very confusing time since she was still trying to get acquainted with the job
and with the County’s culture. She took leave for pregnancy and felt her team was
supportive; however, she was still very confused about what leaves she qualified
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for (did not quality for FM LA). When it came to her departmental HR, they did not
help her understand what was available to her. Two other coworkers took leave at
the same time, but everyone was supportive.

• One participant felt well supported by their supervisor, but the process with her
departmental HR was not great. The leave process was not well explained, she
did not receive good guidance or information, and she was handed a packet with
no explanation. The participant said that she had to ask friends and colleagues to
get information. She was gone for 3 months on maternity leave and had to figure
out a lot on her own.

• One participant shared that she took ‘eave for a few reasons, and that levels of
support varied based on the type of leave she took. The process to take leave
was not clear or direct, and the person in her department’s HR office made a big
difference since that person changed.

• One participant took leave for a couple months and felt supported by her
supervisor and by her departmental HR. Since this was a smaller department, she
could email the departmental HR director easily with questions and would get a
response, she had help with forms, and a departmental HR person went over leave
eligibility.

• One participant tried taking a leave and found it difficult, saying that her
departmental HR staff were not very forthcoming. She had to be proactive about
asking questions and they did not reply very well. Since then she has learned more
about leaves and in her experience feels that she almost guides her departmental
HR through the leave process. There are issues in the department with taking
leave not being perceived well.

• One participant commented on behalf of her department co-workers, staff said
support from management and executives is good, but internally (on a cultural
level) people might be afraid to take leave (men and women) because they feel
they are losing opportunities to promotional opportunities. There were questions
about whether mothers would be able to breastfeed longer and be
accommodated? Even though there may be support from management, concerns
regarding peer pressure and fear of future repercussions might be impacting their
choices.

• One participant commented that the person needing leave had to know the right
person to speak with to get questions answered and to get the needed time off.
She shared her experience in dealing with different departmental HR
representatives, noting that even though they have the same position, some of
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them do their work in a completely different way. The participant said that she
created a calendar to help herself, and her departmental HR ended up using the
calendar as well.

• One participant noted that upon returning from maternity leave she was not aware
that there was a lactation center available and had decided to go with formula since
she did not know that she could pump at work. She noted that she asked if there
was a lactation room available and never heard back. She shared that it was a
struggle to get back to work and manage her family, so she made a choice to
switch to formula. More information is needed so employees understand the
support available to them.

Participant Ideas to Improve HR Practices:

• Departmental HR personnel should be better about answering questions,
providing clear and concise instructions about how leaves are taken. Instead of
leaving it up to departments it should be uniform.

• Participants recommended creating a booklet with a graph that shows FMLA, PDL,
and other things. Graphics would help illustrate how to use the leaves, when they
overlap, etc. Given that there are so many variables (money, timing, etc.) that
come into play, and that the County has a lot of benefits people need to know how
to use them.

• One participant suggested just having one-on-one contact with a departmental HR
representative and having an informational packet is key; it was underscored that
having a person understand your specific needs is important to offer tailored
recommendations.
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Appendix B:
Focus group comments concerning the impact of taking protected leaves on

career advancement

• One participant felt people perceive taking a leave of absence as a bad thing,
sharing that she heard comments like, “promotion will be harder after you’ve taken
too much time on leave.” She did note that things have gotten better over time.

• One participant did not think of promotions as preventing her leave but knew there
were disadvantages to taking time off. She chose to take a leave even though she
thought it might result in a reduced ability to be promoted. By the third time she
took a leave of absence to have a child, she knew what she needed for her family
but knew it would impact her in other ways. She concluded that when thinking of
taking a leave of absence it was necessary to entertain tradeoffs.

• One participant said that when trying to take a leave for the first time, she did get
some questions about whether she was making the correct choice. Instead of
taking six weeks of time off, she only took two weeks believing that it would be less
impactful to her career.

• One participant commented that family leave is not being applied consistently.
She shared that people feel that grounds maintenance staff in her department do
not receive as much leave as people with more traditional in office jobs, so some
people benefit more than others. She noted that her department was exploring this
discrepancy.

• One participant said even though family leave can be supported by management,
it still harms the employee, and that it takes time to understand the impact.
After having three children she was in a place where she was not going to be
promoted, explaining that an exam would open and those results would be
applicable for three years; because of timing and family leave she would not have
the opportunity to be on the list or be eligible for a new job.

• One participant was only out for 30 days after the birth of her son because she got
a call from her supervisor that a new program was starting (based on a Board
motion), and if she wanted the chance to grow, she needed to come back from
leave, or get left behind. She felt forced to come back, since she was basically
told she would get left behind. She struggled with coming back to work, and
ultimately made the choice to return.

• One participant reported that she took FMLA a few years ago and did not find it
hard to advance her career as a result, but she did feel that she had to work more
hours, late at night when her kids were asleep. She stated that at some point she
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would have to choose to stop trying to advance because the stress of getting more
work with promotions on top of family responsibilities was too much to handle.
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Appendix C:
Focus group comments concerning flexible scheduling

• After returning from a leave, one participant came back to a part-time schedule.
She shared that she could not get a promotion since she was not at work on full
time basis. After her second leave of absence, although she placed in Band 1 on
a promotion list, she was not promoted. She said that although she was working
30 hours a week, she felt that she was producing like a full-time employee, so she
felt it was unfair and talked to her management; her management said it was a
policy, and she would have to work full time and the same hours as staff to be
promoted. She asked to see the policy in writing, and never heard back. After her
last leave of absence, she returned to work full-time and got promoted.
Her immediate supervisors were supportive, but she did struggle to advance.
She hopes for more accommodating schedules and policies to help people
transition into the workforce after a leave.

• One participant noted she wanted to slowly return to work, and that it was helpful
that her supervisors let her re-enter slowly but noted that not all employees have
that option.

• Once participant said when she returned to work (sooner than she would have
liked), she was not her most productive self for a while, and that it took time to
adjust because she was preoccupied with being away from her baby. She found
the childcare system to be very difficult to navigate, and her commute ended up
being an hour and 45 minutes. More working from home options would have
alleviated the stress of this transition.

• One participant noted when she went back to work after her first leave of absence
she found it challenging because she had not accumulated enough sick or vacation
time, and she did not have enough accrued time to take off when she or her baby
got sick. Since she was new to the County, she had not accrued much time off,
and consequently she felt she was not protected at all. She also noted that more
flexible scheduling would allow her to complete her work and adjust for her new
baby’s needs.
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Appendix D:
Focus group comments concerning employee pay and protected leaves

• One participant felt encouraged to take leave, but because a significant portion of
the leave time she was going to take would be unpaid, she was not able to take as
much leave as she wanted. Her impression is the higher up a position is (and the
higher the pay), there is more flexibility; she believes that when the position is at
a higher-level departments want to work with the employee to make sure the leave
goes well. She said that economic inequality is a huge impacting factor, since
logistically not all women can take the time that they need.

• One participant said that overall, her department was very informative.
Her department sent her information and then had her write out any questions she
had even meeting with them. The participant noted that in her experience that
taking a leave of absence mainly comes down to economics- and that money is
what drives how much time someone can afford to take; she shared that this was
what influenced her to come back from leave sooner, rather than what she had
originally wanted.

• One participant felt supported by her direct supervisor and her departmental HR
to take leave but had to return to work due to financial considerations.

• One participant did not take all the leave she knew she was entitled to because
she and her husband did not make enough money to cover the loss of income they
would incur if she had taken the full leave available to her.

• One participant did not understand the different pay rates associated with the
different types of leave so did not take leave for fear of not being able to afford the
time off.
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Appendix E:
Primer on Women and Mentorship

The Problem to be Researched:

From the December 13, 2016, Implementation of the Los Angeles County Initiative on
Women and Girls Board Motion, “The County as Employer: The County is the largest
employer in our region. Of the County’s 88,960 full-time employees, 59.2 percent are
women. Women hold 58.4 percent of all County Executive Management and
Management positions... Despite the overall representation of women in our workforce,
gender-based income disparity still exists. Women and men do not occupy highly
compensated jobs with the same frequency.” This Board motion tasked the WGI with
investigating and proposing recommendations to close these gaps in the County
workforce. Focusing on innovative mentorship programs is a key component of our
strategy.

Why the WGI is concerned with mentorship?

The reality in the workforce is that 80 percent of job opportunities come from who you
know (Department of Labor). Relationships = opportunity. Thus, a key mechanism for
improving the recruitment, retention, and advancement of women in the workforce is
through formal mentorship programs. Women are far more likely than their male
colleagues to cite mentorship as a key feature of success in their career. A recent study
by the American Association of University Women found that:

• Many women choose to leave an organization because they do not believe their
abilities are valued by their leaders, but mentoring can help to create a perception
of work for the participants. These women see that their organizations are willing
to invest in their leadership goals and their desire to move forward in their careers.
This also helps increase employee retention for the organization.

• Mentoring helps to give women a push in the right direction. They are given a safe
place to articulate their career ambitions and put a plan in place to achieve them.

• Mentoring relationship holds women accountable to achieve their career goals. Not
only are they putting their goals out there, but their mentor is helping to keep them
on track and push them in the right direction to achieve success.

• Building a solid network is a great benefit that all participants can receive from
mentoring, but this is especially important for women. Many women believe that
men are more capable of networking, but having a mentor opens new possibilities
to build a professional network that they may not have had access to before.

• One of the most important parts of being a leader is being able to have confidence
in your abilities perform necessary tasks and make tough decisions. Mentoring
gives women access to new skills and competencies that help them to build the
confidence necessary to be an effective and successful leader.
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Mentorship and the growing number of millennials in the workforce

By 2025, 75 percent the world’s workforce will be millennials and prior to that time a
significant portion of the County’s workforce will be millennials. While the County
traditionally has a very low attrition rate, millennials are the most job hopping generation
in history” according to Forbes. Millennials represent the most educated and most diverse
female population to enter the workforce in American history; and female millennials with
college degrees will outnumber their male counterparts. This will also represent the
greatest proportion of women to be employed outside the home. One benefit critical to
attracting and retaining qualified millennials is opportunities for career development. A
study by Deloitte found that 71 percent of millennials will leave a company within two
years if they believe their skills are not being developed. They further found that
millennials are not just looking for mentorship, they are looking for mentoring programs
that work for them. From a gender equity perspective, it is critical that the County develop
a comprehensive mentorship program as a means of recruiting and retaining millennials
in County employment as an important component of a larger strategy to evaluate, and
address as necessary, any remaining gender gaps in County employment.
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Appendix F:
Key comments on formal mentorship program experiences from focus group

participants

• “It empowered me to seek a mentor that was willing to spend time sharing his or
her experience and knowledge with me. While the assigned mentor was not the
most available person, I was empowered enough to seek a mentor that would help
me and offer his guidance. I ended up with many different mentors in different
areas.”

• “Having an excuse to talk to people that had good insights into what I needed to
succeed. I had an amazing mentor - she helped me understand the way the
County works and how to build my career.”

• “[My mentor] had an open-door policy and I could discuss anything with him.
No topic was off limits. Knowing that I have someone that has my best interest at
heart that isn’t in my branch was important to me.”

• “I would change the way the mentors are selected or encouraged to interact with
mentees. While a formal system might set up something that can be measured, it
does not help identify or foster the personal connection that is necessary for a
mentor mentee relationship to work. One suggestion would be to use a small bit
of funding to pay for mentors and mentees to get coffee together and facilitate
conversation. Other suggestions would include an informal mixer of sorts to allow
people to get to know each other and find people to mentor. Like “speed dating”
that was mentioned, you could allow the mentees to choose a mentor and allow
the manager to pick and choose between the mentees. Or vis-a-versa.”

• “Had a [formal] mentor who was a high-level executive and relationship was
awkward, they had very little time. It was cordial but did not feel organic or natural.
In that case, a group activity may have helped things develop differently. Having
situations align and genuine fondness and desire to help has been great for
informal mentorships.

• “In a more formal setting the questions are more specific, having some structure
can be helpful. In a way it relieves responsibility from people having to come up
with what to talk about.”

• “Mentorship programs seem to struggle with understanding what skills people have
and could be mentors for. We all have different understanding of what mentorship
means and how it could be structured. Ultimately, the mentor also must be
empowered in knowing what skills they can pass on. Interests of mentees should
align with strengths of mentor. I had a mentor who helped encourage me to go to
arts and culture, even though many others were pushing me to library which was
not quite as good of a fit.”
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Appendix G:
Formal Mentorship in County Departments Survey Results

Overview

In July 2020, the WGI developed a survey around existing mentorship opportunities at
the County departmental level and distributed the survey to department representatives at
the management level. The WGI received responses from a total of 18 individuals at 16
different County departments. There were numerous responses from different individuals
within DHR, which accounts for the difference between individual responses and
departments represented in the survey responses. While WGI did not receive responses
from every department, it seems likely that departments that do have a mentorship
program would have been more inclined to respond to the survey than those who know
they do not. While we cannot say this definitively without speaking to management from
each department, the survey responses likely provide representative insight into existing
programs within the County.

Existence of Formal Mentorship Programs

Out of the 16 departments represented, the results indicate that only six departments do
currently provide a mentorship program to their employees. Several departmental
representatives indicated they are unsure if their department offers a mentorship
program, and one department, Probation, indicated they have a mentorship program in
development. Figure 1 shows these results. While not all departments are represented
in the survey findings, overall, the responses indicate there is ample room to aid
departments in structuring and enacting mentorship programs to benefit their employees.
Figure 2 shows the Departments and whether the respondent indicated they have a
formal mentorship program or not.

Figure 1.

Does your department offer a mentorship program?

Dont Know We have some
informal mentoring
and are working on

formal plans

8
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Mentorship Program Logistics

Length of Mentorship Program: Of the eight responses to the question, ‘What is the length
of the mentorship program? Four individuals indicated the program was six or more
months in length, and four indicated the program was 4-6 months. No individuals
indicated their departments’ program lasted only 0-2 or 2-4 months, indicating most
County programs are at least 4 months in length.

Dedication of Time: The majority of responses to the question ‘Do you have a required
number of hours per month that the mentor and mentee must meet? If so, how many
hours?’ indicated that there was no requirement about how much time the mentee and
mentor should meet, or that the amount of time varied. One respondent indicated the two
were required to meet once a week, and one respondent indicated the two were required
to meet 3-5 hours per month.

Funding and Resources: Only two respondents indicated their departments allocate any
funding to the program, and both described it as the cost of training materials and a
manager’s time to facilitate the program.

Assessment: Three respondents noted that they do attempt to measure the success of
the program in a formal way, with one department using a survey and the other two listed
.their method as ‘other.’

Concluding Thoughts

These findings provide a case for the need to aid departments in creating successful
mentorship programs for their employees. The feedback gathered throughout the series
of focus groups around mentorship provide a more nuanced and detailed view at how
employees view these programs, and what aspects can make them successful or
unsuccessful.
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Appendix H:
Key comments on informal mentorship program experiences from focus group

participants

• “Being able to discuss openly the challenges encountered working within the
County and receiving advice on how best to adapt to and manage said challenges
having a mentor that I chose was very valuable.”

• “I go to some of the clubs with the county (Asian Americans in management, etc.)
this has been a good way to meet people and figure out what people are looking
for, and how we can help each other. I prefer the informal opportunities.”

• ‘There are questions I wouldn’t really go to my formal mentor with, so it’s nice to
have a more casual/organic relationship, sometimes you just need to vent or a
shoulder to cry on and you wouldn’t do that with your formal mentor.”

• “For someone with some level of county experience, informal is probably better,
allows for freedom of discussing county culture, ins and outs of what it’s like to
work there. Maybe levels of mentorship should be considered, where cohorts are
in their career should impact the mentorship they get. The length of time also
matters- once a mentor passes on knowledge, they might be expecting mentee to
take the same exact path. I had a mentor once like this, and it was awkward to
communicate that their path didn’t make as much sense for me.”

• “There are a lot of value to mentoring within the County, a lot of opportunities exist
through networking and mentoring that lets you establish relationships with other
partners in the County.”

• “Informal mentorship helps get onto the radar of other people because you have
someone who is vouching for you. The downside of informal is that if that person
leaves, it makes you a little bit lost. Formal would allow people to see the value of
mentorship.”

• “The networking, exposure, and learning about your capabilities allows
opportunities that you may not have otherwise be considered for. It gives you the
opportunity to show things such as work ethic that will help you in your career.”

• “The downside of informal is that you don’t want to offer commitment to someone
and then leave them.”
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